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Just be yourself.                      There is no one better.
– Taylor Swift

People often encourage me to: slow down listen hurry up
try something 

new
If there is something I really want, I 

would be likely to: work for it ask for it save for it plan for it

I do not like: being told 
what to do

doing the  
same thing

sudden 
changes

making 
mistakes

My choice would be to: be in charge be adventurous help others do things right

When I’m doing something, I tend to: do it quickly procrastinate get others to 
help

work at it until 
it is perfect

When I’m upset about something, I 
tend to: get angry pout become sad shut down, 

become quiet

I want to: make choices 
on my own

be part of a 
group

do what will 
please others follow the rules

I think rules: need to be 
challenged are boring make it safe make it fair

When I’m with friends, I tend to be: leading them encouraging 
them helping them planning for 

them
When it comes to my room or space: keep out it’s messy it rarely 

changes it’s organized

I tend to be very: competitive talkative friendly observant

Honestly sometimes I’m too: bossy forgetful undecided picky

People often see me as: serious adventurous calm careful

In a group, I tend to be: taking charge talking helping listening

I can be: bored distracted patient thinking things 
through

I am at my best when: I am  
in charge

I can be around 
others

I’m helping 
someone else

I’m doing 
something I’m 

great at

When faced with something new, I: will figure it 
out

will jump right 
in

will take 
time

will ask 
questions

I finish what I start: when needed sometimes eventually on time

I say things: exactly the 
way I feel

to make 
 others laugh

so others  
feel good

after I've had 
time to think

TOTAL D I S C

Place an “X ” to the left of the statement that most  describes you. Then add up your X’s in each column, and enter 
the totals at the bottom of each column. Learn what your responses reveal about your personality! Identify the 
letter beside your highest score, and go to the page that talks about  what the D, I, S or C wiring or style means.



       IN CHARGE     LEADER

DOMINANT
FAST  DECISIVE
VENTURESOME     ACTIVE 

      COMPETITIVE      QUICK

PROBLEM SOLVER 
             RESPONSIBLE

     DETERMINED
STRONG-WILLED

AMBITIOUS    TASK MINDED

DRIVING         RISK-TAKER

As a LEADER, you 
have the natural 

ability to be in charge, 
and you can quickly 
figure out what does 
and does not work.

POSSIBLE CAREER PATHS

D

- Judge, Magistrate
- Sports Coach
- Military Officer
- Strategic Advisor
- School or Hospital  
   Administrator 
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Here’s a quick overview of your personality style
Did you score the highest next to the traits listed as “D” characteristics? 
In the DISC profile model, the “D” represents someone who is usually 
Dominant and Direct. You are typically an outgoing and task-oriented 
person who demonstrates the following behaviors.

You are awesome at taking charge of anything quickly, and you have 
little or no difficulty in making decisions.

You have a strong need for people to appreciate your accomplishments 
and to be loyal to you! When people don’t recognize what you’ve done, 
or if you find someone talking behind your back, you tend to become 
angry or agitated.

You are most comfortable with people who are supportive of you and
your needs. This is true with your friends and relationships. If you find 
someone who is a great support to you, your goals, and the things most 
important to you, then you enjoy spending time with that person. 

Unfortunately, that means if you don’t feel someone is anxious to 
support and help you, then you typically aren’t all that excited to spend 
time with that person. 

This is a real challenge when that person is your parent, family member, 
teacher or mentor. To overcome this challenge, find ways to move 
around the problem and into a more solution-based relationship.

One of the other relational difficulties you may encounter as a “D”-wired 
person is that you really don’t appreciate people who are lazy (let’s face 
it, who does!) and not as serious about getting things done or people who 
won’t let you “be the boss”.

Seriously, you like to be in charge. You like leading. Now let me put it
right out there . . . you NEED to be in charge. You are restless when you 
are not in charge, and it’s okay! Your natural desire to lead is what also 
allows you to figure out what does and what does not work in most 
situations so you can make decisions and solve problems quickly.

Are You D-WIRED?

You can’t go out and practice average                     on Wednesday, average on Thursday, 
okay on Friday, and then expect                         that you will play well on Sunday.

– Tom Brady



ENERGETIC     HUMOROUS

INFLUENTIAL
FUN  INSPIRING
FRIENDLY     TALKATIVE 

 PERSUASIVE      COLORFUL 

            PEOPLE PERSON   
     CREATIVE      IDEAS

     INTERESTING
POPULAR             ATTENTION

Your personality is
MAGNETIC.

People are drawn to 
your ability to tell a 
story or make them 

laugh.

POSSIBLE CAREER PATHS

I

- Actor/Actress
- Music Artist
- Party/Events Planner
- Community Manager
- Sales Professional
- Public Speaker 
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Here’s a quick overview of your personality style
Did you score the highest next to the traits listed as “I” characteristics? 
In the DISC profile model, the “I” represents someone who is usually 
Inspirational and Influential. You are typically an outgoing people 
person who demonstrates the following behaviors.

You are awesome at speaking persuasively and creating enthusiasm.

You have a strong need for people to recognize or approve of you. (Now, 
this isn’t always a negative thing!) 

You seek to connect with people by feeling their approval. You are most 
comfortable with people who like you and enjoy your enthusiasm and 
zest for life.

In relationships, you enjoy and seek out relationships that offer approval,
acceptance, and attention. The problem is that not everyone enjoys or
appreciates your fun-loving style, so there are some people you will 
seek approval from that will not give it easily or not give it at all. Yet, 
there are others that really love your fun-loving, charming spirit. They 
are drawn to your natural enthusiasm. They love your optimism and the 
way you bring a group together.

Each day, there is one thing that seems to influence most of the 
decisions you make, and that is what will be the most enjoyable. Your 
desire for fun, at times, can override what might be a better decision. 
Now that you are aware of this, you can do a self-check to be sure 
decisions you are making are really right and not just to offer a popular 
experience.

Your personality is magnetic. People are drawn to your ability to tell a 
story or a joke. In most social situations, you tend to be the one keeping 
the fun going.

Are You I-WIRED?

One child, one teacher, one book,                      one pen can change the world.
– Malala Yousafzai



CONSISTENT    TEAM PLAYER

SUPPORTIVE
CARING  STEADY
SPECIALIST    PEACEMAKER 

 LISTENER     CONSERVATIVE 

            COMPASSIONATE   
  LOYAL      EVEN-TEMPERED

     STABLE   MODEST

   SINCERE               PATIENT

You have a lot of
BALANCE

and wisdom in your 
approach to problems, 

and that is a help to
many people.

POSSIBLE CAREER PATHS

S

- Life Coach
- Nurse
- Veterinarian
- Pastor
- Educator 
- Counselor 
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Here’s a quick overview of your personality style
Did you score the highest next to the traits listed as “S” characteristics? 
In the DISC profile model, the “S” represents someone who is usually 
Steady and Supportive. You are typically a reserved, people-oriented 
person who demonstrates the following behaviors.

You are an easygoing, relaxed person with a pleasing personality.

Competent and steady, you are patient, well-balanced, sympathetic,
and reliable.

You have a strong need for a peaceful environment and relationships,
little stress, and respect from others.

You are most comfortable being part of a team. Your role on the team 
is either a support or a utility person. You enjoy an environment that is 
stress free. Confrontation is something you avoid, and you will tend to 
remove yourself from a confrontational environment.

In relationships, you enjoy and seek out relationships with people who 
recognize and value your strengths, give you respect, and who make 
decisions on your behalf. This may be okay if you’re SOMETIMES 
deferring to their decision on which movie to see but NOT good if you 
never make your choice/decision known.

A gifted listener, you are a great person for someone who loves to 
talk to be in a relationship with, but you need to become comfortable 
with speaking up as well. You have a lot of balance and wisdom in your 
approach to problems, and that is a help to many people.

When people have someone like you as a friend, they are very lucky 
because you are a very loyal person.

You are great at making sure the group you’re with is relaxed and 
comfortable.

Are You S-WIRED?

Peace begins with a smile.
– Mother Teresa



SYSTEMATIC       PRECISE   

COMPLIANT 
THINKER      ANALYTICAL 

 ACCURATE     DIPLOMATIC

  COMPETENT       

CONSCIENTIOUS    
    PRIVATE    QUIET     FAIR

     CAREFUL     

  MODEST               RESERVED    

You are comfortable 
with and prefer details. 
You excel at planning 
and organizing, and 

you are FOCUSED on 
long-range goals.

POSSIBLE CAREER PATHS

C

- Software Developer
- Accountant
- Lawyer
- Scientist
- Computer Engineer
- Financial Analyst
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Here’s a quick overview of your personality style
Did you score the highest next to the traits listed as “C” characteristics? 
In the DISC profile model, the “C” represents someone who is usually 
Calculating and Competent. You are typically a reserved, task-oriented 
person who demonstrates the following behaviors.

You like to do research and are creative and orderly.

You have a strong need for accuracy in everything you do.

C-wired individuals are deep thinkers, serious, and idealistic.

You’re on time, conscientious, very organized, and, you follow the rules.

You are most comfortable being the details person. You excel at 
planning, explaining details, keeping financial records straight and 
focusing on long-range goals.

In relationships, you are comfortable with others who are also serious,
intellectual, deep thinkers, but, you are typically drawn to those with
opposite wired styles that are more outgoing than you (such as people 
who are D-wired).

Remember, you are energized by time alone, so when you feel yourself
being overwhelmed, it’s okay to seek out some solitude.

One challenge you may find in relationships is the fact that you are so
scheduled and regimented that you actually have to force yourself
to be spontaneous.

Being naturally thrifty, your conflicts in a relationship can also come
about as a result of a differing view about money and finances. You
would rather save, and that is a wonderful focus. To live debt-free is a
gift to yourself and your peace of mind.

Are You C-WIRED?

You are better off trying something,                    having it not work, and learning  
from that, than never                         doing anything at all.

– Mark Zuckerberg



Choose a career or business that will 
give you recognition.

Choose a career or business that will  
provide you room to grow.

Choose a career or business that will 
use your mediation skills.

Choose a career or business that will  
use your skill of precision.

D-WIRED STRENGTHS
• Born leader
• Dynamic
• Decisive
• Goal-oriented
• Seeks practical solutions
• Activator
• Leads and organizes
• Excels in emergencies

D-Wired Growth
• Realize others may be right.
• Lead, don’t push.
• Take time for family.
• Practice encouraging others.
• Learn to put others first.

I-WIRED STRENGTHS
• Outgoing
• Volunteers for jobs
• Makes friends easily
• Emotional
• Inspirational
• High energy
• Creative
• Good speaker

I-Wired Growth
• Keep your promises.
• Learn to make lists and schedules.
• Listen more.
• Be punctual.
• Partner with someone for accountability.

C-WIRED STRENGTHS
• Analytical and logical
• Neat and organized
• Creative
• Conscientious
• Seeks perfection
• Detail oriented
• Deep thinker
• Easily sees the problems or errors

C-Wired Growth
• Seek out the positive.
• Accept others who are not perfect.
• Learn to be more realistic at times.
• Learn to encourage others and yourself.
• Speak up more.

S-WIRED STRENGTHS
• Easygoing
• Well-balanced
• Quiet, but witty
• Agreeable
• Good listener
• Helps and looks out for others
• Consistent
• Reliable and dependable

S-Wired Growth
• Get comfortable speaking up.
• Say what you mean.
• Move into action with enthusiasm.
• Don’t say “I don’t care”. Make a choice.
• Learn to take action to cure worry.

D I
c s



want to create a future where you shine?

Contact me for additional youth development

01
02
03

DREAM BIG! Cast a vision for yourself. Where would you 
like to be in the next 2 years? 5 years? 10 years? Who 
would you like to be working for or with? What kind of 
lifestyle do you see for yourself?

BE PREPARED! Accomplishing your dreams will require 
work, time, sacrifice and commitment. Identify your 
strengths and commit to sharpening your skills so you 
can be, do and have the life and career you really want.

Get Help! Don’t try to navigate life on your own. Learn 
from your parents, family members, teachers and even 
your friends. Look for a mentor or guidance counselor 
who can support you, and don’t be afraid to ask for help. 

The future 
belongs to 

YOU!
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